
The 10 Monsters in the Closet:
Preventing Leaders from Moving their Organizations 

from Status Quo to High Performing



Disclaimer

Brown & Brown of PA provides a variety of business advisory
consulting services for its clients. Brown & Brown of PA does not,
however, provide legal services and does not employ individuals
licensed or competent to practice law in any jurisdiction. Therefore,
any services or information provided by Brown & Brown are not legal
opinions or legal advice. If legal advice, counsel, or representation is
needed, the services of a competent legal professional should be
sought.



Question 

Is your organization stuck at status quo?

◦This is the way we have always done it
◦I am too old to change or learn
◦I am comfortable where I am
◦If it isn’t broke, why fix it?



Question 

Do you want to disrupt the status quo?



Scenario
In 2017 NOW:

Marcus Langston purchased Anderson Hardware 
– founded in 1950

Net profit margin is currently under 3%

Turnover is 75% annually

Market share is 2%



Scenario

By 2020 WOW:

Increase net profit margin from 3% to 5%

Reduce turnover from 75% to 50% annually

Increase market share from 2% to 5%
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1. Fear of Setting 
Direction



Setting Direction

What is your BHAG? (Big Hairy Audacious Goal)

Microsoft: A computer in every home

Google: Organize the world’s information and make 
it universally accessible and useful

Your organization:  ?



Setting Direction

Vision
Jack Welch, Former CEO GE

“ Good business leaders create vision, articulate vision, 
passionately own the vision, and relentlessly drive it to 
completion.”

“Common mission trap for companies; trying to be all 
things to all people at all time.”



Setting Direction

Leaders in organizations don’t have visions because they are 
too busy managing.

◦ Managers are maintainers that rely on systems, controls, processes

◦ Leaders are innovators and creators who rely on people

Successful organizations:
◦ Have a vision that provides guidance and direction

◦ The vision is visible all the time, decisions are based on vision

 Does your organization have a vision, is it communicated, are 
decisions based on the vision?  Do you have a BHAG?



2. Fear of Values



Values
• Jack Welch: “ The mission announces exactly where 

you are going, and the values describe the behaviors 
that will get you there.”

•Values:
◦ Not one size fits all

◦ No best practices

◦ They are fixed, don’t change

◦ Company identity

◦ Guide decision making



Values

Our Values:
• We care about the well-being and success of every 

person. 
• High standards are a way of life. We pursue excellence in 

everything we do. 
• We make a difference in every community we serve. 
• We respect and listen to our people.
• We empower our people to make decisions that improve 

their work and benefit our customers and our company.



Values
Our Values:
◦ Deliver WOW Through Service

◦ Embrace and Drive Change

◦ Create Fun and A Little Weirdness

◦ Be Adventurous, Creative, and Open-Minded

◦ Pursue Growth and Learning

◦ Build Open and Honest Relationships With Communication

◦ Build a Positive Team and Family Spirit

◦ Do More With Less

◦ Be Passionate and Determined

◦ Be Humble



Values

Identifying values:
•What differentiates our organization?
•What is important?
•Values should influence behavior
•Values should inspire people

Attract employees who hold true to the values



Values

Are the values known/communicated? 

Are the values demonstrated/lived?

Are people held accountable?



3. Fear of Accountability



Accountability

•“We don’t do a good job of holding 
employees accountable.”
•Lack of accountability breeds 
mediocrity!
•Where do we start?
 Clearly identify roles and expectations

 Clearly identify the results

 Set milestones

 Stay focused 



Accountability
Focus on achieving results not on activities

Does training translate into improved performance or less accidents

We invest in the project not the results
Spend resources on engagement surveys, but do nothing with the results

To drive the business, we move forward by 
focusing on results

Net profit margin, turnover, market share

Accountability is the glue that holds the 
commitment to the result.



Accountability
• To be Accountable:
• See it, own it, solve it, and do it

• Demonstrate drive

• Live by example, walk the talk

• What else can I do to rise above my circumstances and achieve 
the results I desire.

• People know the right thing to do, they  don’t always 
have the authority



4. Fear of Transparency



Transparency
•Operating in an open, authentic, honest 
manner. No hidden agenda

•Telling the truth in a way people can verify 
(Stephen M.R. Covey – The Speed of Trust)

•Why is it important?
• Problems are solved faster

• Teams are built faster

• Relationships grow authentically

• People begin to promote trust

• Higher level of performance



Transparency
•Transparency breeds trust and trust is the 
foundation of great teamwork.

•Openness creates a culture of innovation
•Employees understand how their 
job/behavior/actions impact the organization 
success

•Breaks down barriers within teams

•When tough times come, people will trust 
leaders



Transparency

•Examples:
◦ Buffer (social media company) all salaries are public including the 

formula used

◦ Zappos – Zappos Insights – for suppliers; tours, trainings, Q &A.  
Extranet provides complete visibility

◦ Open offices

◦ Social Media



5. Fear of Hiring Right



Hiring Right

•We have a talent gap!

•5.7 million job openings

•60% of businesses are unable to find 
skilled/qualified
candidates



Hiring Right

•How much time do you spend looking at each 
resume?

•Are you overlooking good candidates?

•To be successful does a candidate need a 
college degree?  Really?

•What are the important attributes when they 
walk in the door; what can be trained?



Hiring Right

•Someone other than the hiring manager 
should make the final decision
◦ We should hire “better than me”

◦ Beware of bias – not aware of our bias

◦ More than one person should interview

◦ Match organizational values

◦ Non-traditional interviews (different environment)

◦ Emotional Intelligence – higher score = more successful



Hiring Right

•Be open to non-traditional sources
• Non-college graduates
• Work release (non-violent)
• Military transition to civilian
• Retirees looking for second career



Hiring Right

Successful People:

•Anne Beiler – Auntie Anne’s – didn’t complete HS

•Milton Hershey – 4th grade education

•Thomas Edison – home school, joined railroad at age 12

•David Green – Hobby Lobby – no college, $600 start up

•Frank Lloyd Wright – didn’t complete HS



6. Fear of Continuous 
Learning & Development



Fear of Continuous 
Learning & Development

Learning = increases our knowledge

Development = mastering the skill and 
incorporating them into behaviors

An organization’s ability to learn and 
translate that learning into action, is the 

ultimate competitive advantage.

-Jack Welch



Continuous Learning & 
Development

Growth mindset vs. fixed mindset

Growth mindset = passion for learning

Fixed mindset = hunger for approval

People with a growth mindset achieve more

Companies with growth mindset employees have better 
collaboration and innovation.  

Organization with fixed mindset experiences cheating 
and deception to gain advantage.



Continuous Learning & 
Development

Millennials go to and stay at organizations that provide 
on the job training and opportunities for growth.

“If we provide training and development, employees will 
leave and take it to our competitor.”

If you don’t provide training and development, they 
will leave!   Who will be left?



7. Fear of Technology



Technology

•Why Invest?



Technology



Technology

•Types of Business Technology:
◦ Payroll/HRIS/Mobile Apps
◦ ERP – Enterprise Resource Planning – integrated 

management of core business process
◦ Enterprise Risk Management
◦ Customer Relationship Management
◦ Project Management
◦ Internal Social Media



Technology

MYTH: Our organization is too small to invest in 
technology, the cost is out of reach!

• In 2015, $2.4 billion invested into HR technology 
vendors for the mid-market

• SaaS & Cloud based – makes it affordable for small 
business

• Per Employee Per Month fee



Technology

MYTH: Our employees are not tech savvy

• American workers check mobile phones 8 billion times 
daily

• Facebook has 2 billion users (June 2017)

• Online shopping – stores are closing

• 2011 – 75.6% of US homes have a computer (US Census)

• 92% of 18-29 year olds own a smartphone (Nov 2016 Pew)

• 70% of 50-64 year olds own a smartphone (Nov 2016 Pew)



Technology

Advantages:
Real Time Data
Analytics about employees
Predictive Modeling
◦ Retention
◦ Increased innovation
◦ Reduce unplanned absences
◦ Reduce accidents
◦ Reduce fraud



8. Succession Planning



Succession Planning

•A process for identifying and developing 
internal people with the potential to fill key 
business leadership positions in the company. 

• In September 2015, Entrepreneur Magazine 
reports that 50% of small business owners are 
50 or older.

•Less than 30% have succession plans!



Succession Planning

It’s a 
Wonderful Life

Bailey Building & Loan



Succession Planning

•Why don’t we do succession planning?

•Who are your key employees?

•Do you have a plan if they don’t come to 
work tomorrow?

•Replacement Planning – short-term

•Succession Planning – long-term



9. Fear of Failure



Failure

•We need to look at failure differently!
•Failure is required for innovation/creativity 
•What if these people gave up after their 1st

failure, because they were afraid of failure?
◦ Milton Hershey – several failed companies
◦ R.H. Macy – several failed retail stores
◦ Thomas Edison – 10,000 failures of the lightbulb
◦ Dr. Seuss – 20+ publishers turned down his first book
◦ Dyson – over 5,000 prototypes 



Failure
• If your organization’s culture frowns upon failure, your 

organization is failing!  Innovation requires risk!  

• A senior executive at Google made a $1 million mistake.  
She went to co-founder Larry Page’s office and told him 
about her mistake:

• Larry Page: “Yeah, we shouldn’t have done that.  We’ll know 
better next time.  By the way, it’s good that you made the 
mistake.  I’m glad, because we need to be the kind of company 
that is willing to make mistakes.  Because if we aren’t making 
mistakes, then we’re not taking risks.  And if we’re not taking 
risks, we won’t get to the next level.”

◦ Closing The Engagement Gap



Failure
Failing Forward

Take responsibility

Learn from mistakes

It’s part of the process

Positive attitude

Take new risks

Persevering

Failing Backward

Blame others

Repeat same mistakes

Avoid failing

Expect to continue to fail

Limited by past mistakes

Quitting

Which column most represents your organization?



10. Fear Change 



Change
• Is this still the best way?
•Doing the same thing will give you the same 
results
•Change is uncomfortable for most people
◦ We change when we realize there are no other 

options (right timing)
◦ Change always cost something (time, energy, 

creativity)



1970’s Kitchen



Change Process



New!



Change Checklist
• Will this change benefit the team?

• Is this change compatible with the mission?

• Is this change specific and clear?

• Are the top 20% influencers in favor of the 
change?

• Is it possible to test this change before a 
total commitment?

• Are physical, financial & Human rescources
available?



Change Checklist

• Is this change reversible?

• Is this change the next obvious step?

• Does this change have both short- and long-
range benefits?

• Is the leadership capable of bringing about 
this change?

• Is the timing right?

Developing the Leader within you – John Maxwell 



Change

• Do you want to be bound by fear or overcome 
fear?



Action Points

•Establish a vision and drive toward it

• Identify the values that are important to the 
organization and promote them 

•Focus on results not activities

• Identify areas to be transparent and build trust

•Spend more time on the hiring process

• Invest in technology



Action Points

• Promote a growth mindset vs. fixed mindset
•Evaluate your succession plan 
•Look at failure as a stepping stone to success –
take risks
•Change is necessary but uncomfortable



Outcomes

•Improved financial results

•Stronger competitive advantage

•Increased market share

•Improved client satisfaction

•Increased innovation

•Better brand

•Strong/productive teams

•Improved retention



Thank you!


